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Abstract—Wireless computer networks have properties that dif-
fer significantly from traditional wireline networks. One promi-
nent difference is the presence of unidirectional channels. That is,
it may be possible for a computerp to send a message to a neigh-
boring computer q, but it may not be possible for computerq to
send a message to computerp. This introduces significant changes
in routing protocols. In particular, routing protocols that toler-
ate unidirectional links incur an O(N2) message overhead between
neighboring nodes, whereN is the number of nodes in the network.
This is significantly higher than the typical O(N) message over-
head in some traditional routing protocols. We present a protocol
with an O(N) message overhead even in the presence of unidirec-
tional links. This low overhead comes at the price of not always
finding the optimum path. However, the protocol is guaranteed to
always find a path between each pair of nodes. Furthermore, the
cost of this path is guaranteed not to exceed the cost of the optimal
bidirectional path between the nodes.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A collection of computing nodes that communicate via a
wireless medium without an additional wired infrastructure is
called an ad-hoc network. The nodes in an ad-hoc network usu-
ally have multiple constraints, such as limits on battery life,
memory, and computing power. Battery life is critical, since
nodes are typically battery operated, and have a short battery
life. To maximimize battery life, an efficient utilization of
the wireless transmitter/receiver is important. Two techniques
are commonly used: setting the transmitter/receiver to stand-
by mode if no traffic is present, and reducing the transmission
power.

Reducing the transmission power has the disadvantage of in-
creasing the likelihood of unidirectional channels. That is, if the
transmission power of nodep is greater than the transmission
power of nodeq, it may be possible forq to receive a message
from p, but not forp to receive a message fromq. Other factors
foster unidirectional channels, such as different signal-to-noise
ratios at each node [14]. It has been shown that the number of
unidirectional channels may become significant [16]. In this pa-
per, we present a routing protocol that tolerates unidirectional
channels while maintaining a low message complexity.

Routing protocols developed for ad-hoc networks are divided
into two approaches. In the proactive approach, each node main-
tains at all times a path to each node in the network. Examples
of this approach may be found in [1], [5], [9], [10]. In the re-
active approach, a path to the destination node is found only in
response to a request from a source node, and typically requires

flooding the network in a search for the destination node. Exam-
ples of this approach may be found in [8], [15]. Both approaches
have advantages, and each has a set of network conditions under
which it is the best.

In this paper, we focus on the proactive approach. Fur-
thermore, we desire only anO(N) message overhead between
neighbors. In traditional routing protocols, there are two meth-
ods that obtain this efficiency: distance vectors [2] and source-
trees [3]. With distance vectors, each node forwards to all its
neighbors a vector with the estimated cost to each node in the
network. With source-trees, each node forwards to all its neigh-
bors the set of network paths from itself to all other nodes in
the network. The union of all these paths form a tree. Source-
trees outperform distance vectors, since their overhead is ap-
proximately the same, but they avoid long-term loops.

Unfortunately, source-trees and distance vectors cannot be di-
rectly applied to networks with unidirectional channels. Con-
sider Figure 1, and letp be the source andq be the destination.
Consider the case of distance vectors. Nodes determines that
its distance toq is one, but it cannot give this information tor
since there is no channel froms to r. Nodeu determines that
its distance toq is one, and it forwards this distance tot. This
distance is useless tot (and hence also top) since there is no
channel fromt to u, and thus,t cannot chooseu as its next hop
to q. The case of source-trees is similar.

A solution to the above problem using distance vectors was
proposed in [4], [5], [9], and a solution using source-trees was
proposed in [1]. As we will see in Section III, it is easy for nodes
to compute their sink-tree, i.e., the paths from all other nodes to
itself. Thus, in Figure 1,s can use this information to source-
route its distance vector or its source-tree towards its backward
neighborr. In this way,r (and hence alsop) learns there is
a path toq via s. The problem with these solutions is that the
message overhead between neighbors increases toO(N2). Con-
sider the case of a ring of nodes,p0, p1, . . . , pN−1, where each
nodepi has a unidirectional channel top(i+1) mod N . Since each
nodepi must send its distance vector or source-tree around the
ring to reach nodep(i−1) mod N , then each channel will carryN
messages, each of sizeO(N). Another solution was proposed
in [13], but it requires each node to transmit anO(N2) sized
matrix to each of its neighbors.

In this paper, we present a protocol which hasO(N) message
overhead even in the presence of unidirectional links. This low
overhead comes at the price of not always being able to find the
optimum path between nodes. However, the protocol is guaran-
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Fig. 1. Unidirectional network example.

teed to always find a path between each pair of nodes, even if all
channels are unidirectional1. In addition, the cost of the chosen
path is guaranteed not to exceed the cost of the optimal bidi-
rectional path between the pair of nodes. Therefore, the cost of
the chosen path is sensible, and in the absence of unidirectional
links, it is optimal.

Due to length restrictions, the proofs have been omitted.

II. N OTATION

Due to lack of space, we do not give a detailed description
of our process notation. For more details on the notation, the
reader is referred to [6], [7].

A network is a set of processes and a set of unidirectional
channels between these processes. A network may also be
viewed as a graph(V, E), whereV is the set of processes, and
each edge(p, q) in E is a channel fromp to q. Thus, we use
the terms node and process interchangeably, and the terms edge
and channel interchangeably. We assumeN = |V |, andL is
an upper bound on the number of hops of a simple path in the
network.

A channel from processp to processq is denoted bych(p, q).
If channelch(p, q) exists, then we say processp is abackward
neighborof processq and processq is a forward neighborof
processp. We make the common assumption that for every pair
of processesp andq, there is a path in the network fromp to q
and a path in the network fromq to p. Without this assumption,
p is not able to learn of the path toq.

Channels may lose messages, but if a message is sent repeat-
edly acrossch(p, q), then eventuallyq receives the message. A
channel that is down is simply removed from the network.

A process learns of its neighboring processes through a hello
protocol [12]. If there is a channel fromp to q and a channel
from q to p, then bothp and q will learn of the bidirectional
edge between them. However, if only edge(p, q) exists, thenq
learns thatp is its backward neighbor, butp doesnot learn thatq
is its forward neighbor. We assume processes execute a typical
hello protocol. To simplify our presentation, we do not incorpo-
rate the hello protocol into our process definitions. Instead, we
simply assume each process has as an input the set of backward
neighbors that were obtained from the hello protocol.

III. S INK -TREES

Consider the network of Figure 2(a). In this figure, dark ar-
rows indicate channels between processes. Notice that there is

1We make the necessary assumption that a path exists from the source to the
destination, and a path also exists from the destination to the source. This as-
sumption is also assumed in the literature [1], [4], [5], [9], [13].

a path fromp to q and a path fromq to p. Therefore,p must be
able to learn the path from itself toq. However, unidirectional
edges in the network complicates this task. Consider processes
r ands. Processs determines thatq is a forward neighbor, be-
cause it can exchange messages withq. However,s is not able
to notify r of edge(s, q), because there is no channel froms to
r. In addition, consider processesp andt. Processt determines
that there is a path(t, u, q) from itself toq, and it informsp of
this path. However, this information is of no use forp to reach
q, since there is no channel fromp to t.

Although there is no simple way forp to learn the path from
itself to q, note that there is a simple way forp to learn the
path from q to p. This is because every node is aware of its
backward neighbors. Processu is aware of edge(q, u), and
informst of this edge. Processt is aware of edge(u, t). Thus, it
combines this edge with the received edge(q, u), and forwards
path(q, u, t) to p. Processp is aware of edge(t, p), and thus, it
learns the entire path(q, u, t, p).

From the above reasoning, each process can learn its entire
sink-tree, i.e., the path from all other nodes to itself. Each
process receives the sink-trees of each backward neighbor, and
combines the edges in these sink-trees to obtain its own sink-
tree. For example, Figure 2(b) shows the sink-trees ofr andt.
The sink-tree ofp is derived from these trees.

The advantage of receiving the sink-trees from each backward
neighbor is that each process learns the path to reach its back-
ward neighbor. For example, in Figure 2(b), processp learns
from the sink-tree oft that in order to reacht its messages must
follow the path(p, r, s, q, u, t). We will take advantage of this in
later sections. Thus, as a first step towards our final network, we
present a network where each process computes its sink-tree.

Each processp in the network maintains a variableTsk, where
it stores its sink-tree.Tsk is a set of undirected edges whose
union forms a tree. The direction of the edges is known since
processp is assumed to be the root. Edge(q, r) on the tree
is denotedTsk(q, r). Each edge(q, r) carries a cost, which is
denotedTsk(q, r).c. We denote byCost(Tsk, q) the sum of the
cost of the edges along the path inTsk from q to p. If q is not in
Tsk, thenCost(Tsk, q) is defined to be infinity.

Each processp has an input an arraycin, which is obtained
from the hello protocol. This array contains, for each backward
neighborg, the cost of edge(g, p).

The specification of a processp in the network is given in
Figure 3.

Processp contains two actions. In the first action, it receives
the sink-tree from a backward neighborg. Then, it updates its
own sink-tree based on the sink-tree of its neighbor. This is done
through a greedy proceduregraft, which inserts edges from the
sink-tree ofg into the sink-tree ofp provided a shorter path is
found top. Proceduregraft is defined in Figure 4.

In the second action, processp checks whether enough time
has passed since the last broadcast of itssinkmessage. If enough
time has passed for its forward neighbors to process the previous
sink message, processp broadcasts anothersink message with
the latest version of its sink-tree. A copy of this message is
placed in each of the outgoing channels of the process.
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Fig. 2. Sink-Tree Example

processp
inputs

B : set of pid’s {set of backward neighbors}
cin : array [B] of integer {cost of incoming edges}

variables
Tsk : set of edges {sink-tree}

parameters
g : any element ofB {any backward neighbor}

begin
rcv sink(Tg) from any g → graft(Tg, Tsk, cin[g])

[] timeout sink → bcastsink(Tsk)
end

Fig. 3. Processp in a network computing sink-trees.

Processes acquire a correct value of their sink-trees in a short
time, as stated below.

Given that some processes may execute faster than others, a
typical measure of convergence time is the number ofrounds
before convergence. In each round, each process has had the
opportunity to execute all its actions. That is, a round is an in-
terval of time during which each action of each process is either
executed, or the action is disabled at some point in the interval.

Lemma 1:Starting from an arbitrary state of the network,
within O(L) rounds, the network reaches a steady-state where
for each processp, the sink-treeTsk of p contains the minimum
cost path from every process top.

IV. SOURCE-TREES

In our approach, we desire to exchange onlyO(N) informa-
tion between neighboring process. Two common techniques in
traditional routing accomplish this. The first is to exchange a
distance vector between neighbors [2]. However, this suffers
from the count-to-infinity problem and introduces long-lived
loops. A technique which avoids these drawbacks while still
ensuringO(N) information exchange between neighbors is the
exchange ofsource-trees. That is, each processp keeps track
of a treeTsr, wherep is the root of the tree, and a path from
p to any nodeq in Tsr is also a network path fromp to q. In
this section, we enhance the processes of the previous section
to enable them to compute a source-tree even though edges may
be unidirectional.

Consider Figure 5(a), where we have the same network as in
Figure 2, except that all edges are bidirectional. Assume for

graft(Tg, Tp, c)
if (p, g) ∈ Tp then /* remove old information fromg */

Tp := Tp − subtree(Tp, g)
end if
V := Tg;
while V 6= ∅ /* iterate over all nodes inTg */

Let v be the process inV with minimumCost(Tg, v)
if Cost(Tp, v) ≤ c + Cost(Tg, v) then

V := V − subtree(Tg, v);
else

Tp := Tp − subtree(Tp, v);
if v = g then

w := p;
d := c

else
w := parent(Tg, v);
d := Tg(v, w).c;

end if
Tp := Tp

⋃
(v, w);

Tp(v, w).c := d;
V := V − {v}

end if
end while

Fig. 4. graft procedure

simplicity that the cost of each edge is one. Each process learns
from the hello protocol which other processes are its neighbors,
and thus it can complete the first level of its source-tree from
this information. E.g., in Figure 5(b), processp learns thatr and
t are its forward neighbors, so it adds edges(p, r) and(p, t) to
its source-tree. Each process forwards a copy of its source-tree
to all its neighbors. This allows all processes to complete the
second level of their source-tree. E.g., processp learns of the
edge(r, s) from the source-tree it receives fromr, and it learns
of the edge(t, u) from the source-tree it receives fromt. Thus,
p adds these two edges to its source-tree. In this manner, within
O(L) rounds, each process completes its source-tree.

Consider computing source-trees in the network of Figure
2(a). Consider processesp and t. Processt will add the path
(t, u, q) to its source-tree, and forward its tree top. Processp is
unable to use this path toq, because there is no channel fromp
to t. Consider instead processesr ands. Processs is aware of
edge(s, q), but is unable to communicate this tor, because there
is no channel froms to r. Thus,r does not become aware of the
path(r, s, q), andp does not become aware of path(p, r, s, q).
From this we conclude thatp is unable to learn a path toq.

Although there is no edge fromp to t, we saw in the previ-
ous section that processp will learn the shortest path tot from
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Fig. 5. Source-Tree example

the sink-tree it receives fromt. We take advantage of this in-
formation, and we add avirtual edgefrom processp to process
t. Virtual edge(p, t) represents the shortest path fromp to t,
namely(p, r, s, q, u, t). Thus, the cost of(p, t) is the cost of
(p, r, s, q, u, t). Note thatp is aware of this path to its backward
neighbort, as shown in the previous section.

Each process maintains a source-tree that is computed in the
same manner as the traditional way. The difference, however, is
that each edge in the source-tree will be a virtual edge from a
node to its backward neighbor. E.g., the source-tree of process
p will contain the path(p, t, u, q). The cost of the virtual edges
in the path are as follows. The cost of virtual edge(p, t) is the
cost of the path(p, r, s, q, u, t). The cost of virtual edge(t, u)
is the cost of edge(t, u), because the shortest path fromt to u
is the edge(t, u). Finally, the cost of virtual edge(u, q) is the
cost of edge(u, q), also because the shortest path fromu to q is
(u, q).

Although not all paths in the source-tree are network paths,
the source-tree provides a first step in finding a path to each des-
tination. In particular, it is easily shown that under the assump-
tions of Section II, when the network reaches a steady state, the
source-tree of each process will contain all other processes in
the network.

We next present a network of processes where each process
computes its source-tree,Tsr. Similar to Tsk, Tsr is a set of
undirected edges whose union forms a tree. The direction of the
edges is known since processp is assumed to be the root. In
addition, each process maintains a variablecout. Variablecout

is an array that maintains, for each backward neighbor, the cost
of the path fromp to the backward neighbor.

The specification of a processp in the network is given in
Figure 6.

The first action of processp is similar to the first action ofp
in Section III, except thatcout[g] is assigned the cost of virtual
edge(p, g), i.e., the cost of the path fromp to g. The second
action remains the same as before.

The third and fourth actions are new. In the third action,
the source-tree is updated using the source-tree received from
g. SinceTsr is undirected withp as its root, we may also use
proceduregraft to updateTsr from Tg. The cost of the edge
(p, g), however, is obtained fromcout, since(p, g) is a virtual
edge. The fourth action broadcasts a newsourcemessage with
a copy of the source-tree ofp.

Similar to sink-trees, processes quickly acquire a correct
value of source-trees, as stated below.

processp
inp

B : set of pid’s {set of backward neighbors}
cin : array [B] of integer {cost of incoming edges}

var
Tsk : set of edges {sink-tree}
Tsr : set of edges {source-tree}
cout : array [B] of integer {cost of virtual outgoing edges}

par
g : element ofB {any backward neighbor}

begin
rcv sink(Tg) from any g → graft(Tg, Tsk, cin[g]);

cout[g] := Cost(Tg, p)
[] timeout sink → bcastsink(Tsk)
[] rcv source(Tg) from any g → graft(Tg, Tsr, cout[g]);
[] timeout source → bcastsource(Tsr)
end

Fig. 6. Processp in a network computing source-trees.

Lemma 2:Starting from an arbitrary state of the network,
within O(L) rounds, the network reaches a steady-state where
for each processp, the source-treeTsr of p contains the mini-
mum cost virtual path fromp to every process.

V. SHORTCUTS OVERSOURCE-TREES

Source-trees, as defined in the previous section, suffer from
an inconsistency problem. Consider processp in Figure 7. The
source-tree ofp contains the path(p, t, s, q). Since edge(p, t)
is virtual, it represents the path(p, r, s, t). Thus,p forwards
messages destined toq to its forward neighborr. However, the
source-tree ofr is equal to the path(r, p, t, s, q). Hence,r for-
wards top those messages that are destined toq, which is incon-
sistent.

The above conflict would be eliminated ifr learns that there
is a path to a node higher on its source-tree thanp. In particular,
r should learn that there is a path fromr to s. In this case,r
would forward tos those messages that are destined toq, and
thus “shortcut” the lower part of its source-tree.

Notice thatr does not learn about edge(r, s) from the sink-
tree it receives fromp. However,p is aware of the path(p, r, s, t)
from the sink-tree it receives fromt. Thus,p can informr of this
path, which resolves the conflict.

In general, the technique is as follows. Each processp main-
tains a shortcut-tree,Tsc. The root of the tree isp, and its edges
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Fig. 7. Shortcuts over Source-Trees

originate from two sources. The first source are the paths fromp
to each of its backward neighbors. These paths are learned from
the sink-trees received from the backward neighbors. The sec-
ond source is the shortcut-trees whichp receives from its back-
ward neighbors. If the shortcut-tree of a backward neighbor has
a path throughp, then the path, starting atp, is added to the
shortcut-tree ofp.

Note that the paths propagated through the use of shortcut-
trees originate from sink-trees, and sink-trees are optimal. This
implies that the paths in a shortcut-tree will also be optimal (al-
though probably not spanning the entire network).

In a sink-tree or a source-tree, it is easy to determine which
backward neighbor provided the information about the edge.
The backward neighbor is simply the next-to-last node along
the path to the root on the tree. However, in a shortcut-tree, this
is no longer the case. The paths on the tree give no indication
about the backward neighbor that provided each edge. Given
that edges in the shortcut-tree may no longer exist due to chan-
nel failure, these stale edges must be removed. To identify stale
edges, we add two additional fields to each edgeTsc(q, r). The
first is Tsc(q, r).n, which contains the neighbor which propa-
gated the edge. The second isTsc(q, r).t, and it indicates the
type of the source of the edge. A value of ‘sk’ indicates that the
edge was obtained from the sink-tree of neighborTsc(q, r).n.
A value of ‘sc’ indicates that the edge was obtained from the
shortcut-tree of neighborTsc(q, r).n. If edgeTsc(q, r) is not
refreshed by neighborTsc(q, r).n, it is removed fromTsc.

The specification of a processp is given in Figure 8.
The procedurereplaceused in processp is given in Figure 9.

It replaces a portion of the treeTsc with another tree. Notice that
it does not use cost as a guide to replace nodes. This is simply
because paths are derived from sink-trees, and thus are already
(or will soon be) optimal.

In the first action, a sink-tree is received from neighborg. The
path fromp to g along the sink-tree ofg is used as the tree which
updatesTsc. In the fifth action, a shortcut-tree is received from
g. The subtree rooted atp in this tree is used as the tree which
updatesTsc.

Given that sink-trees converge quickly to their optimal value,
shortcut-trees also converge quickly, as stated below.

Lemma 3:Assume we have reached a network state where
the sink-trees of all processes are stable and have reached their
optimal value. Letp0, p1, . . . , pk be a path in the sink-tree of

processp
inp

B : set of pid’s {set of backward neighbors}
cin : array [B] of integer {cost of incoming edges}

var
Tsk : set of edges {sink-tree}
Tsr : set of edges {source-tree}
Tsc : set of edges {shortcut-tree}
cout : array [B] of integer {cost of virtual outgoing edges}

par
g : element ofB {any backward neighbor}

begin
rcv sink(Tg) from any g →

graft(Tg, Tsk, cin[g]);
cout[g] := Cost(Tg, p);
replace(Tsc, path(Tg, p), g, ‘sk′)

[] timeout sink → bcastsink(Tsk)
[] rcv source(Tg) from any g → graft(Tg, Tsr, cout[g]);
[] timeout source → bcastsource(Tsr)
[] rcv shortcut(Tg) from any g →

replace(Tsc, subtree(Tg, p), g, ‘sc′)
[] timeout shortcut → bcastshortcut(Tsc)
end

Fig. 8. Processp in a network computing shorcut-trees

pk, and letpk be a backward neighbor ofp0. Then, for everyi,
0 ≤ i < k, the pathpi, . . . , pk is included in the shortcut-tree of
pi.

Given that each process will obtain a sink-treeTsk, a source-
treeTsr, and a shortcut-treeTsc, the final step is to populate the
routing table. The routing tablertb is an array with an element
for each process in the network. In processp, rtb[q] indicates
the next hop neighbor to reach destinationq. The routing table
is completed as follows.

Let (p, q1, q2, . . . , qk) be a path in the source-treeTsr of p.
Let i be the largest index,1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that the shortcut-tree
Tsc has a path fromp to qi. Note thati ≥ 1, sinceTsc has a path
to each backward neighbor ofp. Then,rtb[qk] is set to the first
node along the path fromp to qi in Tsc.

VI. ROUTE OPTIMALITY

We have seen in the previous sections that the network will
reach a stable state withinO(L) rounds. In this section, we
focus on the optimality of the resulting routing path between
each pair of processes. We begin by stating our main result.

Theorem 1:From an arbitrary state, the network will reach a
steady state withinO(L) rounds. In the steady state, the follow-
ing holds for every pair of nodesp andq in the network:

1) The routing tables in the network define a network path
from p to q (i.e., no routing conflicts).

2) Let OBP (p, q) (optimal bidirectional path) be the net-
work path fromp to q with minimum cost, where all edges
in this path are bidirectional. LetR(p, q) be the path from
p to q defined by the routing tables. Then,

Cost(R(p, q)) ≤ Cost(OBP (p, q))



replace(Tsc, T
′, n, t)

/* remove stale edges */
for all (v, w) where

(v, w) ∈ Tsc ∧ Tsc(v, w).n = n∧
Tsc(v, w).t = t ∧ (v, w) /∈ T ′

do
Tsc := Tsc − subtree(Tsc, v)

end for
/* iterate over all nodes inT ′ */
V := T ′;
while V 6= ∅

Let v be the process inV with minimumCost(T ′, v)
if parent(Tsc, v) 6= parent(T ′, v) then

Tsc := Tsc − subtree(Tsc, v);
w := parent(T ′, v);
Tsc := Tsc

⋃
(v, w)

Tsc(v, w).c := T ′(v, w).c;
Tsc(v, w).n := n;
Tsc(v, w).t := t;

end if
V := V − {v}

end while

Fig. 9. replaceprocedure
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Fig. 10. Routing path of lesser cost than optimum bidirectional path.

From the theorem above, the routing tables define a path be-
tween any pair of nodes. Thus, the routing protocol is sound.
Also, the routing path has a cost at most that of the optimum
bidirectional path in the network. Therefore, if all edges are
bidirectional, then the optimum path is obtained.

TheO(N) complexity in the communication between neigh-
boring nodes comes at a price. Consider a network that has uni-
directional edges between processesp andq. As stated above,
the network does find a path fromp to q. However, the path
may not be optimal. Although the routing path is not optimal,
this does not imply that introducing unidirectional edges into
an existing network reduces the optimality of existing routing
paths. This is because the cost of the routing path is at most the
cost of the optimum bidirectional path.

To illustrate the above point, consider Figure 10, where the
cost of each edge is one. The minimum bidirectional path
from p to q is (p, r, s, t, u, q), and the minimum path fromp
to q is (p, a, q). From the sink-tree ofb, p learns of the path
(p, a, q, b). Hence, the shortcut-tree ofp includes this path. Fur-
thermore, this shortcut-tree is propagated toa, anda learns of
edge(a, q). Hence, the routing path becomes the minimum path,
even though it contains unidirectional edges.

To illustrate a case where the optimal path is not found, con-
sider Figure 11. In this network,p, a, andb learn very little from
the sink-trees of their predecessors. Namely, they only learn the

p qa

b

Fig. 11. Failure in finding the optimal path.

edge from themselves to their backward neighbor. Processq,
on the other hand, learns of the path(q, a, p, b), and propagates
this path using its shortcut-tree. Notice that edge(b, q) is ab-
sent from the paths propagated by the shortcut-tree. Thus, the
shortcut-tree ofp will not contain edge(b, q). For p to reach
q via b, the source-tree ofb would need to have edge(b, q).
However, sinceb does not receive messages directly fromq,
the source-tree ofb will be the path(b, p, a, q). Hence,p never
learns about edge(b, q), and never learns the optimal path toq.

Finally, we revisit the example of Figure 1 from Section I.
If you recall, we showed that distance-vector and source-tree
routing protocols are unable to find a path fromp to q. However,
the routing protocol we presented above is capable of finding the
path fromp to q as follows. Note that, from the sink-tree ofu, t
learns of the path fromt to u, namely,(t, p, r, s, q, u). Process
t propagates this path using its shortcut-tree, and in doing so,p
learns of the path(p, r, s, q), as desired.
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